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1. INTRODUCTION
Steutel has shown that if F(x) is a non -normal infinitely divisible
distribution function then there exists a positive constant ;. such that
1- F(x) +F( - x) ;;;. e-Ax log x for large positive x. It is known that a variance
mixture of normal distribution functions is infinitely divisible if the mixing
distribution function G(y) is infinitely divisible . In this note, we show
that a necessary condition for a variance mixture of normal distribution
functions to be infinitely divisible is that there exists a positive constant ;.
such that 1 - G(y) ;;;. e-Ay (log y)2 for large positive y .
2. MIXTURES OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
A distribution function H(x) is said to be a variance mixture of normal
distribution functions if it has a characteristic function
00
(0) h(t) = f e-t 2Y/2dG(y )
o
where G(y) is a non-degenerate distribution function such that G(y) = 0
if y < O. Th e class of variance mixtures of normal distribution functions
1 This research was supported by a research fellowship from the Technological
University at Eindhoven and by the National Science Foundation Grant MCS-76-
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contains several distribution functions that are of great importance to
statisticians such as the Laplace distribution functions, the Student's t
distribution functions, and the symmetric stable distribution functions .
In this note, we will be concerned with the following problem: what
distribution functions G(y) yield an infinitely divisible distribution function
H(x)? Feller has shown (see [1], page 427) that if G(y) is an infinitely
divisible distribution function then so is H(x). Kelker [2] has shown that
it is possible to construct a distribution function G(y) that is not infinitely
divisible but yields an infinitely divisible distribution function H(x).
Kelker has also shown in the same paper that if G(b)= 1 for some finite b,
then H(x) is not infin it ely divisible. We will generalize this second result
and obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM. A necessary condition lor H(x) to be infinitely divisible is that
there exists a constant J, such that 1-G(y);;;. e-Ay (log y)2 lor large positive y.
Steutel [7] has proved that if F(x) is a non-normal infinitely divisible
distribution function then there exists a constant J, such that 1 - F(x) +
+ F (- x );;;. e-Ax IOgx for large positive x . It follows from a theorem of
Sato [6] that if F(x) is an infinitely divisible distribution function with
a Levy spectral function M(u) that has support on [a, b] where a-cts -cb,
if c=max{-a, b}, and if).1 and).2 are constants such that ).2<I{c <J.I ,
then, for large positive z,
e-).l X log x<; 1- F(x) + F ( - x) < e-A2x log x.
Thus the lower bound obtained by Steutel is the largest lower bound
that can be obtained for tails of infinitely divisible distribution functions .
The result of this note shows that a necessary condition for a distribution
function G(y) to yield an infinitely divisible distribution function H(x) is
that its tail have a lower bound that is almost as large as the lower bound
of an infinit ely divisible distr ibution function.
It is interesting to compare this new theorem with other known results.
Let g(t) denote the characteristic function of G(y). It is easy to see that
h(t) in (0) will be an entire characteristic function if and only if g(t) is
an ent ire characteristic function in which case h(z)=g(iz2{2) for all
compl ex z. Assume that H(x) is infinitely divisible . If H(x) has an entire
characteristic function then it follows from a theorem of Lukacs (see [3],
page 258), that h(z) and thus g(z) must have no zeros in the complex
plane. It then follows from a theorem of Ostrovskii [4] (see also [3],
Th eorem 7.3.5) that g(z) must have a logarithm of at least order one and
intermediate type. If
ep(x) = [{log 10g[I/(I- G(x))] -log xl/log log x]
it follows from theorem 9.3 of Ramachandran [5] that lim inf",_+oo ep(x) <; 1.
This relation holds trivially if H(x) is a distribution function , infinitely
divisible or not, with characteristic function that is not entire.
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It fo llows from the author's theorem that lim sups., +00 r/>(x) , 2. It may be
possible to improve the above theorem and show that if H(x) is in fin it ely
divisible then 1-G(y) ;;;;. e-Ay log II for large positive y . This would imply
that lim sup.,.... +00 r/>(x )< 1.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM
Let X and Y be independent random variables such that X has a
normal distribution function with mean zero and variance one and Y has
distribution function G(y) . Then X yi has d istribution function H (x ). If
x >O and 10 >0 then /X y i/ > x only if either IX j>w or yi >x/w. Thus
(I) I - ll(x )+ ll ( - x )= P[IX yil> x] , P [IX I> 10] + p [ y i > x j1O).
But P[ IX I> 10] =o(e-w2/2 ) as 10 -i>- +oo so ew2/2P[jX I> 10] -i>- 0 as 10 -i>- + oo .
By Steutel's theorem ther e exist s a rj > 0 such that 1 - H (x)+ ll( - x ) ;;;;.
e--tjXlog x for large positive x. For fixed 10 choose x so that 102j2=rjx log x .
It follows t hat
e'lXIOgXP[IXI > (2rjx log x)i]-i>-O aSX-i>- +=.
Also
(2) P[ yi > xj1O] = P[ Y > xJ(21] log x)) .
Relations (I) and (2) imply that for any constant c such that O<c < 1.
(3) P[ Y > xj (217log x)) ;;;;. ce-'IX lou
for large positive x .
If y = x j(21] log x) then log y """ log x as x -i>- + oo . It follows from (3) that.
P[ y > vl>ce-'IX log x = c e -2'12y(IOg x)2
and thus
I - G(y )= P [ Y > y] ;;;;. e - Ay (log 11)2
if },, >21]2 and y is large. Q.E.D.
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